
WHO urges countries to sign globalist pandemic treaty by May: ‘A new threat will
emerge’

Description

WORLD : The globalist World Health Organization (WHO) has issued an “urgent” call for 
countries around the world to sign on to their sovereignty-undermining “Pandemic Accord” by 
May.   

In a March 20 press release, the WHO called for “accelerated progress” from countries joining their
proposed treaty, the Pandemic Accord, which critics such as Conservative MP Leslyn Lewis have
warned would give the WHO increased power over Canada in the event of another “pandemic” or other
so-called emergencies.

“We call on leaders of all countries to step up their efforts and secure an effective pandemic
accord by May,” a joint-letter from high profile political figures read.

“A new pandemic threat will emerge – and there is no excuse not to be ready for it,” it
warned, calling for negotiators “to redouble their efforts” to meet the “imminent deadline” of
May 2024.

The letter also advised countries not to believe the “malicious misinformation campaigning
against the WHO.”

“This global effort is being threatened by misinformation and disinformation,” it claimed.
“Among the falsehoods circulating are allegations that the WHO intends to monitor people’s
movements through digital passports; that it will take away the national sovereignty of
countries; and that it will have the ability to deploy armed troops to enforce mandatory
vaccinations and lockdowns.”

“All of these claims are wholly false and governments must work to disavow them with clear facts,” the
letter continued.

While the WHO claims the accord would not undermine national sovereignty, in January,
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Lewis revealed that the new International Health Regulations (IHR) contained in the proposal will
compromise Canada’s sovereignty by giving the international organization increased power over
Canadians.

“Canada consented to the amendments to the WHO’s International Health Regulations
(IHR), which limits Canada’s time to respond to further amendments, despite thousands of
Canadians signing a petition expressing their concerns,” she warned.

Lewis’ January statement followed her October endorsement of a petition demanding the
Liberal government under the leadership of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau “urgently”
withdraw from the United Nations and its subgroup, the WHO, due to the organizations’
undermining of national “sovereignty” and the “personal autonomy” of citizens.

It warned that the “secretly negotiated” amendments could “impose unacceptable, intrusive
universal surveillance, violating the rights and freedoms guaranteed in the Canadian Bill of
Rights and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.”

Despite nearly 19,000 Canadians signing the petition, the Trudeau government adopted the
amendments proposed by the WHO.

Additionally, earlier this month, protesters surrounded the Edmonton headquarters of mainstream
media outlet CTV News to demand coverage of Canada’s plan to sign on to the treaty in May.
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